
REVLON MISSION AND VISION

Revlon, Inc. is a leading global beauty company with a portfolio of iconic brands We are inspired by our founders'
originality, vision, and restless curiosity and.

Vision is to satisfy the needs of their customers with glamour and excitement that they provide at an
affordable price GM Motors: Our vision is to be the world leader in transportation products and related
services. Expansion in Hair coloring market among youth 8. Each year I strive to become a successful,
respected student. Philosophywhat are the basic beliefs, values, aspirations, and ethical priorities of the firm?
Racial and ethnic changes in US market 2. Latin America represents a growth opportunity  Men also using the
cosmetic products 7. Philosophywhat are the basic beliefs, values, aspirations, and ethical priorities of the
firm? Technologyis the firm technologically current? From the year  Comments: Revlon total weighted score
of 2. Millennial generation is growing worldwide and represent a high portion of the society. Remember your
mission statement should be clear, concise, meaningful, inspirational, and long term. Increase in online
retailing 4. Bargaining Power of Buyers High : This factor is used to analyze the bargaining power of
customers which is considered the most important factor. Concern for public imageis the firm responsive to
social, community, and environmental concerns? Men also using the cosmetic products 7. Increase in online
retailing 4. In general, a vision statement is a broad statement that basically says, this is who we are, this is
what we do, and this is where we will be in the future. Give an example of how each company follows their
vision statement. Write a well developed response for each Revlon has become popular among all women and
keeps them coming back for more. Concern for public imageis the firm responsive to social, community, and
environmental concerns? When Revlon recognizes its opportunities and threats, it will make it more conscious
company to adjust its strategy to be able to deal wisely with all these factors. Racial and ethnic changes in US
market 2. They have become successful and keep improving each year. My goals for making my vision
statement a success have become true so far through my life. The mission statement indicates how they plan
on getting there. The deal was completed on September 7,  Increasing competition between revivals can cause
retaliation which will result in lowing prices, enhance quality and services, and increasing advertising. The
young migrants to America are increasing 9. Revlon empowers its employees to continue working efficiently,
to increase profitability and growth, to reduce the impact on the environment and to utilize the latest
technology to produce the highest quality products. Baby boomers have high levels of disposable incomes
Threats 1. Intense competition 3. From the year  Marketsgeographically, where does the firm compete? The
threat arises when there are similar products with attractive prices and better quality developed by competitors
that satisfy customers, especially if the prices are high and the products are low quality. Self-conceptwhat is
the firms distinctive competence or major competitive advantage? Customerswho are the firms customers?
Their products are always useful and appeal to everyone. Older age women entering into the cosmetic industry
 Latin America represents a growth opportunity  In cosmetic this factor has a high bargaining power. The
definition for a Vision Statement is a sentence or short paragraph providing a broad, aspirational image of the
future. When customers have access to substitute products that satisfy them, suppliers and manufacturers lose
their bargaining power. Financial Analysis: The key financial ratios are liquidity ratios, efficiency ratios,
leverage or solvency ratios, profitability ratios, and growth ratios.


